Hello anonymous. was told to talk to you, although I don't quite understand this vocabulary. I
don't have much time, but I will try to have time to tell you something interesting. Constantine
is a friend of mine, a man whom I here hold. It serves computers, and when we were able to
connect across the gap to the Internet, he was one of the first who was able to use it. He
talked about you a lot weird, but I'm probably like. It is difficult to say where the world is
turned the wrong way, from us or from you. You probably already have read a lot about
Engels-7 in the official report so I will try not to write hackneyed stuff, and talk about my life
here. But something still stands. What would you never told representatives of the party new
life, nor the wolves in their appeals, the reality is not what it seems. My grandfather was one
of the first residents of the colony. He was sent to the gap on the fifth rocket in the year 73. It
was sent mainly scientists and professionals in the Soviet Union were repressed. When the
settlers, together with my grandfather have passed through the gap on the moon, they were
actually naked in the field. Yeah, I guess you said that before to send here the civil, the
dome was already completed and under it was constructed enough buildings to
accommodate all. So that is not true. The dome on the site of the future city was completed
in the best case half and all the experts instead of trying to explore a new planet, the
builders, and in terrible conditions. Many machines that were supposed to facilitate the
construction of the city was always breaking, but to fix them was allowed only to those
engineers who were chosen for this party. That is, those who had fun, doing simple work,
and people like my grandfather worked with his hands in construction of the dome. But
Kirilenko was not enough, and he wanted to build near the town of camp, like the camps of
the Gulag, who were you on earth, because he frankly didn't like is in a city where a bunch of
exiled dissidents from the Soviet Union. And after the 78 year gap were closed, he could
carry out any policy without looking at the Communist party. But in the year 82 Kirilenko
died, you probably already know, has replaced him in the post of Secretary General of KPI-7
Mozhaisk, it was already at my father. Father says that Mozhaisky was a mediocre leader,
not versed in Economics, spent a lot of money wasted, but generally often father calls him a
dick. Mozhayskiy wanted to build communism by the precepts of Lenin, even put a
monument in the Moscow area, with standing with outstretched arms Stalin and Kirilenko,
whose back hugs the hands of Lenin, but Mozhaisky was put on a leadership position in the
NKVD Volkova, played against him in ' 95 very cruel joke. Wolves first presented himself as
their man for the workers and scientists secretly pitting them against the party, and then,
when some people (now it is known that provocateurs) stoned red house, which was the
entire top of the KPI-7 people took to the streets, and wolves have supported them,
betraying the party. Mozhayskiy was arrested, some people close to him escaped in a jeep
somewhere inside the planet, but no one knows what they later became. The wolves held
elections, formed a Parliament, but after he chose the new President Engels-7, he finally
removed his mask and slowly and surely crushed all the power for himself. I was born, when
Volkov, after the coup had just chosen. Father says then we had a free press, people started
to unite in cooperatives, but I don't remember. Remember, I am already from the days when
wolves took over the entire power back and tighten the screws. Only if the party was covered
by some ideals, that wolves simply stealing the budget and living on his posh dacha in
Thermal, near where the hot springs at 89 Shawn Weera has built a little dome. I hope you
have on earth, the Communists were replaced by honest people, and you now live
wonderful, adapting the market economy to Soviet industry. And that was that. And now the
gap is on the moon opened again and half a year ago through the efforts of Americans

through it managed to convey a strong signal and connect our computers to the ground the
Internet. The wolves issued a ban on the use of the Internet, ordinary people declaring the
relationship with the land a matter of national importance, but as I said, I was in the
computer centre, Constantine. I'm 20. I study in the e-7ГУ on the doctor. Don't even know
what I can do to talk about itself. Girls there, I found that it is not important in life. Knocks sit
at home, read books, and only occasionally go to the University. I would like for Constantine
to become a computer technician, but on the faculty of radio-electronics complex entrance
test. Through Constantine to me there was a rumor that the moon is going to launch a rocket
to the gap to give us the Engels-7 some technologies and send their Ministers to negotiate. I
didn't tell Constantine that I want to try to get on a rocket and sent to earth. Constantine
would say. I repulsed a fool. But I think I'm not the only one, and if I can get someone to join,
then maybe we'll get it. I hope that in Russia I will find a place among your young and
talented, and most importantly free youth. Although my grandmother was Ukrainian roots.
Well there probably is now by the sea in Europe together with Russia. This is probably all.
Constantine says that it's time for me to leave. Gonna be up all night learning patofiziologii,
and think about how I'm going to get on a rocket.

